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INTRODUCTION
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ATM fees, lost card fees
balance fees,
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M.Ydebit
transaction
fees. non-bank
These are just some of the charges that

banks have subjected consumers to over the years. While these fees
are something most consumers have likely been charged, they are
often avoidable, and usually never amount to more than a few dollars.
However, these numerous small fees ultimately accumulate to large
amounts of revenue for banks that charge a few dollars here and there
to millions of consumers.
Recently, some banks announced that they would
substantially expand this practice. Most notably, in late September
2011, Bank of America announced that, beginning in 2012, it planned
to charge its customers $5 per month to maintain their debit card
accounts. This proposed fee would have applied to all customers
who made at least one monthly purchase with their debit card,
regardless of whether they chose "debit" or "credit" at the point of
sale.2 Bank of America is not the only bank that explored such new
fees. Both JPMorgan Chase Bank ("Chase") and Wells Fargo Bank
have experimented with new fees in limited markets. Many of these
banks believe charging such fees is necessary to recoup profits lost
due to the recent restrictions on merchant point of sale fees instituted
in the Dodd-Frank Act (the "Act"). 4 A monthly across-the-board fee
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differs from the fees banks have traditionally charged because it
covers a much broader range of consumers and charges consumers
for the very thing for which the card is intended.
The proposed fees were highly criticized in the media and by
consumers themselves. The fees were so widely criticized that Bank
of America and others ultimately abandoned their plans in the face of
growing consumer pressure. Accordingly, this Article will explore
the issues surrounding these proposed fees and the reasons behind
them. Part I of this Article will look at why these proposed fees came
about. Part II of this Article will look at consumers' and government
officials' reactions and criticisms with regard to these fees. Finally,
Part III will look at the future of bank fees and Bank of America's
reasons for ultimately not pursing this monthly fee.

I. THE BANKS' MOTIVATION FOR CHARGING MORE FEES
Why do banks want to charge more in fees? The answer to
this question seems very simple: to make more money. There are,
however, much more complex reasons for this recent proposed
onslaught of fees. The banks and many analysts blame the recent
regulatory limitations on how much a bank may charge merchants for
processing debit card purchases as one of the main culprits of the
proposed fees. 5 Since October 1, 2011, banks have only been able to
charge merchants an interchange system transaction fee that is
"reasonable and proportional" to the amount of money which it takes
the issuer to process that transaction.6 Practically speaking, this
means that for the average $38 debit transaction, merchants will pay a
maximum of 24 cents for that transaction as opposed to the current
average of 44 cents.7
This new regulation came as a late amendment to the DoddFrank Act.8 The amendment was sponsored by Illinois Senator Dick
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Durbin. Senator Durbin has stated that this regulation, dubbed the
"Durbin Amendment," was necessary in order to strike a balance
within the banking industry.9 Banks were targeted because the fees
they previously charged merchants to process a transaction "gossly
exceed[ed]" the banks' costs of processing such a transaction. 0 The
banks were seen as taking advantage of merchants by charging these
high fees. Senator Durbin has pointed out that banks were charging
around 400% above what it costs them to process such a
transaction."
It was not an overarching purpose of the Dodd-Frank Act,
however, to limit these transaction fees. The Act was set forth in
order to end the abuses that banks were accused of committing in the
onset of the 2008 financial crisis.12 The Act also aimed to end many
high-risk loan practices, set up better supervision of the nation's
banks and create a consumer protection agency.' 3
Opponents of the Act believe that it infringes on the rights of
banks. These opponents believe that the fee caps are simply another
way the government is trying to exert more control over businesses.14
These opponents also believe that the fees proposed by institutions,
such as Bank of America and Wells Fargo, are necessary for banks to
make money in an overly regulated industry.'5
Before abandoning its plan, Bank of America had been
outspoken in its efforts to justify the fees to consumers and the
Consumer Protection Bureau.' 6 Bank of America believed that this
fee was necessary because it would partially compensate for the lar e
amount of profit the bank will lose due to the Durbin Amendment.
Bank of America was using its lobbying power to convince members
of Congress and the Consumer Protection Bureau that the fee was
reasonable in light of the newly imposed regulations.18
Similarly, other banks have also experimented with the idea
9 Sunlen Miller, Durbin to Bank of America Customers: 'Get the Heck Out of

That Bank', ABCNEWS (Oct. 3, 2011), http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/politics/201l/
10/durbin-to-bank-of-america-customers-get-the-heck-out-of-that-bank/.
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of charging additional fees.' 9 Chase tested a $5 ATM withdrawal fee
for non-Chase customers in select markets in May 201 1.20 Chase and
Wells Fargo also began to explore a $3 monthly debit card fee in
select markets. 2 ' Many regional banks also experimented with
monthly fees.2 2 However, these fees were all abandoned due to the
consumer uproar in the wake of the various fee announcements.
Furthermore, there has been debate as to whether banks
should be entitled to charge fees that are disproportionately large or
that charge the consumer for merely participating in the bank's
business. Bank of America CEO Brian Moynihan had publicly
defended the proposed fee stating that the bank has an inherent right
to make a profit. 23 Moynihan also stated that Bank of America
customers and shareholders are aware of this and will understand
why the fee is charged.24 While Bank of America believed that these
proposed fees were necessary for them to sustain their profits, there
was a well-publicized backlash, with vigorous opposition coming
from both consumers and politicians. .
II. CONSUMER

&

POLITICAL BACKLASH

A. Consumers
The prospect of a new fee is something that stirs skepticism,
even anger, in almost all of us. In difficult economic times, new fees
are all the more aggravating and cumbersome for consumers. The $5
monthly debit card fee proposed by Bank of America was no
exception. Many consumers did not greet this proposed fee with the
'
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20 Blake Ellis, Goodbye, $5 ATM Fees, CNNMoNEY.coM (May 2, 2011),
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up to $8, or 40%, on a $20 withdrawal if the home bank and Chase fees are taken
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understanding Bank of America's CEO had envisioned. To the
contrary, consumers were appalled by this fee and made their anger
known.
In the days after the fee was first announced, many social
networking sites, such as Twitter, exploded with posts about the
unfairness of Bank of America's fee and the willingness of many
consumers to take their business to another bank.25 In March 2011,
the Financial Securities Index conducted a poll asking the question,
"[i]f your bank or financial institution raised its fees on checking
accounts, would you consider switching to a different checking
account provider? 2 6 In response to this question, sixty-four percent
of respondents said they would consider changing, just twenty-eight
percent said they would not, and eight percent did not know or did
not have a checking account.27 The. number of respondents stating
they would consider changing providers jumped to seventy-one
percent in people under thirty, and to seventy-five percent of
respondents earning more than $75,000 annually. 28 While these
March poll results did not directly address the new monthly debit fees
announced in September, they foretold the consumer backlash toward
additional bank fees. The results further demonstrated the potential
unwillingness of consumers to pay. more for an institution to hold
their money, particularly consumers in the most desired
demographics.
When analyzing whether the proposed fees would have had
an actual impact, the primary question was whether the fees would
have been enough for consumers to, in fact, go through the
inconvenience of switching banks. Accordingly, consumer advocates
have written articles touting the actual ease of switching banks. 29
Advocates were attempting to convince hesitant consumers that
switching account and deposit information from one bank to another
took as little as ninety minutes, and future complications could be
25
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resolved relatively painlessly.3 0 Also, many consumer advocates
blogged and wrote articles about the relative ease of avoiding the
monthly fee by doing things such as using credit cards instead of

debit cards.31
The new regulation and proposed monthly fees would have
simply transferred a burden. While the Durbin Amendment relieved
merchants of higher fees, the proposed monthly fee would have
restored the banks to their prior profitability. 32 However, although the
merchants and banks would have been relieved of their respective
burdens, the consumer would ultimately have filled the cost gap.
Individually, $5 per month may not sound like a significant cost to
the consumer, but as these various fees add up, the consumer
ultimately bears a substantial burden for access to banking products.
B. Political Viewpoints

In addition to the dissatisfaction of many consumers and
consumer groups, there was also a strong reaction from lawmakers to
Bank of America's plan. Senator Durbin, the main proponent of the
amendment requiring only reasonable and proportional card
processing fees on merchants, was perhaps the most outspoken critic
of the banks' proposed fees on consumers. Senator Durbin
told consumers who use Bank of America to bank somewhere openly
else.
Senator Durbin pointed to the contradictory actions of Bank of
America: on the one hand, encouraging its customers to use their
debit cards and, on the other hand, charging customers a fee for
this.34 Senator Durbin and* many other lawmakers hoped that
consumers would have the final say on the inherent unfairness in
these fees by "voting with their feet"-switching to a competitor that
continues to provide free debit card usage.
Lawmakers were also upset because many of the banks that
were exploring these new consumer fees received billions in taxpayer
30
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bailout dollars when the financial crisis hit in 2008. Senator Durbin
was particularly critical of Bank of America because it was the single
largest recipient of bailout funds in 2008." If the fee was instituted,
the taxpayers who financed Bank of America through the crisis
would pay more for the bank's services.
Further, Senator Durbin believes there were improper motives
for this fee.3 8 When addressing this fee, Senator Durbin stated that,
"[i]t seems that old habits die hard for Bank of America. After years
of raking in excess profits off an unfair and anti-competitive
interchange system, Bank of America is trying to find new ways to
pad their profits by sticking it to its customers." 9 This sentiment was
shared by many. Legislators and consumers alike cried foul because
these fees were Bank of America's solution to restore profit that was
lost due to the government regulation of another perceived inequity.
Like many legislators and consumers, President Obama also
stated his disappointment in these proposed fees. President Obama
remarked that he does not believe that banks have an "inherent right"
to make a "certain amount of profit." 40 President Obama does not
believe that charging consumers a monthly fee is a good business
practice and hopes that banks will realize this.41
While many Democrats were very critical. of Bank of
America, many Republicans took just the opposite view and
criticized the various stricter regulations and provisions of the DoddFrank Act.4 2 Republicans believed that regulations, such as the
interchange fee caps and others, would have a negative effect on the
economy, and ultimately on consumers, because banks would need to
make up for lost profits.43 For them, the $5 fee and other consumer
costs can be seen as expected consequences of a government measure
that will cost banks billions of dollars.4 4
Whether one points to increased regulations endorsed by
36
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Id. It should, however, be noted that Bank of America has re-paid all $45
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politicians or to the reaction it generated by the banks, if the fees
were instituted, the consumer would ultimately have had to pay for
these reforms and the prevention of "unreasonable" fees to
merchants.

III. THE FUTURE & WHY BANKS ABANDONED
ADDITIONAL FEES
A. The Future
As this Article has emphasized, $5 per month may not seem
like a lot of money, but this monthly fee would be just another
addition to the long list of bank fees that includes minimum balance
fees, non-bank ATM fees, lost card fees and debit transaction fees.
While it is difficult to truly discern who is to blame for this newest
fee, the fact remains that its proposal has angered consumers and
spurred them to action, as many vowed to leave banks that would
charge additional fees.
As mentioned, one of the long-lasting impacts of the Durbin
Amendment to the Dodd-Frank Act will be banks losing billions of
dollars in merchant fees. Banks will inevitably look for ways to make
up for these lost profits. This has already been apparent through Bank
of America and other banks' monthly fee propositions. 45 Other banks
have taken different measures to make up for their lost merchant
fees. 4 6 Banks such as Chase, Wells Fargo and PNC Bank have all
announced that they will be ending their "debit rewards" programs,
which gave consumers a certain percentage "cash-back" on purchases
or "points" that could be used for purchases. 47 While most banks
have announced they will abandon monthly fees, the fact remains that
the.Act has decreased the banks' bottom line and puts consumer
benefits at risk.
In the end, this Act will likely benefit merchants. It is
estimated by Heartland Payment Systems, one of the nation's largest
payment processors, that the average merchant will save around
$1,000 per year because of the cap on processing fees. 48 For small
businesses, this is a rather sizeable yearly savings. It is possible that
such savings may ultimately benefit the consumer as the cost-savings
may be reflected in consumer prices. However, it is still too early to
45
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tell if $1,000 a year in savings will have a meaningful impact on
merchants. It is much more likely that individual consumers would
have noticed the $5 per month fee they would have had to pay just to
purchase goods with their debit card.
B. Why Banks Abandoned Additional Fees

Both consumers and politicians were furious about the
prospect of a new $5 monthly debit card fee. Bank of America took
note of this uproar, and a little over a month after announcing the fee,
decided to abandon it.49 Other banks also noticed the consumer
backlash and either abandoned the fees they planned on
implementing or vowed not to impose an across-the-board fee.5 0
In an interesting demonstration of consumer strength in
numbers, part of the reason why this fee was abandoned was a. simple
consumer petition.5 ' A bank customer named Molly Katchpole
started the petition after Bank of America announced the fee in
September 2011. In the following month, over 300,000 people went
to www.change.org and signed the petition.5 2 So many consumers
being mobilized so quickly demonstrates the depth of consumer
frustration and the strength of the collective consumer base.
Bank of America's abandonment of the fee demonstrates the
power that consumers have in implementing change. The outrage that
consumers felt first persuaded many of Bank of America's
competitors to abandon their fee ambitions, and Bank of America
soon succumbed to consumer pressure and the prospect of being the
only bank that charged a monthly fee.53
While the banking industry stands to lose around -$8 billion
per year because of the Durbin Amendment, the banks will not yet be
getting this money back from consumers, as many banks had hoped.5 4
The coming months and years will show how banks will react to
these lost profits and whether consumers will bear the burden in the
49
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end.
CONCLUSION
When someone takes a look at their monthly bank statement,
they may be confronted with a wide array of charges and fees. While
any one of these fees does not appear substantial, when applied
together, they have the potential of making a noticeable difference on
the consumer's pocketbook.
The proposed $5 debit card fee from Bank of America would
have been another banking cost added to the pile burdening the
consumer every month. As this Article has discussed, the Durbin
Amendment to the Dodd-Frank Act aimed to end "unreasonable" and
disproportionate merchant transaction fees by banks. " Banks sought
to counter by imposing fees on consumers and ending rewards
programs. Bank of America and other banks' attempts to shift the
cost burden was simply too much for consumers to swallow.
The consumer rejection and bank abandonment of the $5
monthly fee has demonstrated that consumers as a group have a great
deal of power to change things by voicing their concerns or simply
walking away. In the last few months, consumers voiced discontent
with the new fees and many said that they would take action to avoid
such fees. The concerted pressure has shown that consumers are
indeed willing to "vote with their feet" and force banks to re-think
whether they can recover profits lost elsewhere at the expense of the
consumer.
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